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ADAMS GROUP REAL ESTATE 
 

Note on Viability of East Herts part of Birchall Garden Suburb 
 

East Herts District Council (“EHDC”) has requested assistance from the site promoter, Tarmac, in responding to the 
Inspector’s questions posted to the Examination document library (reference ED178) following the joint hearing 
session on 30th January 2018.  Specifically, in light of the EH District Plan proceeding ahead of the Welwyn Hatfield 
Local Plan, a request has been made to comment on the Inspector’s question “Whether the allocation within East 
Hertfordshire remains viable”. 
 
Savills provided information on a confidential basis relating to viability, in its letter to Jenny Pierce dated 30 July 2014 
in order to assist the Council’s own consultants form views on viability. Information was similarly, but separately, 
provided to WHBC in a letter addressed to Sue Tiley dated 29 April 2014. Independent assessments by BNP Paribas 
for WHBC and PBA for EHDC confirmed respective allocations to be viable.  
 
In our opinion there has been no material change to this position; WHBC has consulted on its proposed CIL to which 
Tarmac has made representations, however, any CIL would we assume be mitigated by a corresponding balanced 
approach to S.106 requirements. The two authorities have different approaches to Benchmark Land Values on which 
Tarmac has sought clarification of approach (meeting of 1st December 2017 and e-mail of 11 December 2017 to 
Bryce Tudball) in order to take a consistent, coordinated approach across the development as a whole. 
 
As Tarmac has refined the proposed Birchall Garden Suburb (BGS) masterplan in readiness for making a planning 
application, it has focused on the holistic delivery of 2,550 homes as a garden suburb within the Local Plan periods. 
Delivery is a commercial process based on efficient and fundable phasing of infrastructure in tandem with the 
delivery of housing at sustainable sales rates. A key factor in assisting with improved early housing trajectory has 
been the agreement with HCC as Mineral Planning Authority with regard to mineral extraction. This has ensured 
that housing delivery in the East Herts part of BGS can be brought forward with certainty early in the plan period. In 
particular, the reduced extraction period has facilitated the prospect of ‘two flags’ proceeding simultaneously. 
 
The Cole Green development in WHBC has also been planned to enable two flags to proceed simultaneously with 
development commencing first on the southern section with access easily achieved via the roundabout on the A414 
and working westwards towards the BOAT. 
 
Delivery and viability of the East Herts site would be unaffected as a first phase of BGS in isolation. Mineral 
extraction and initial phases of development would proceed as originally envisaged. No material infrastructure 
implications are foreseen with the exception of the secondary school and the development of its associated access 
roundabout which might be delayed as a result of reducing education need. However, there would be no significant 
impact on viability with contributions towards funding of schools being proportionate to need. 
 
In conclusion, we foresee no material adverse viability impact arising from a scenario where the EH element of BGS 
proceeds ahead of the WH element. 
 

 
David Adams BSc (Hons) MRICS 
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